Effective function annotation through catalytic residue conservation
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Because of the extreme impact of genome sequencing projects, protein sequences without accompanying experimental data now dominate public databases. Homology searches, by providing an opportunity to transfer functional information between related proteins, have become the de facto way to address this. Although a single, well annotated, close relationship will often facilitate sufficient annotation, this situation is not always the case, particularly if mutations are present in important functional residues. When only distant relationships are available, the transfer of function information is more tenuous, and the likelihood of encountering several well annotated proteins with different functions is increased. The consequence for a researcher is a range of candidate functions with little way of knowing which, if any, are correct. Here, we address the problem directly by introducing a computational approach to accurately identify and segregate related proteins into those with a functional similarity and those where function differs. This approach should find a wide range of applications, including the interpretation of genomics/proteomics data and the prioritization of targets for high-throughput structure determination. The method is generic, but here we concentrate on enzymes and apply high-quality catalytic site data. In addition to providing a series of comprehensive benchmarks to show the overall performance of our approach, we illustrate its utility with specific examples that include the correct identification of haptoglobin as a nonenzymatic relative of trypsin, discrimination of acid-D-amino acid ligases from a much larger ligase pool, and the successful annotation of BioH, a structural genomics target.

Assigning function to protein sequences continues to be of primary importance (1). Currently, most approaches to protein function prediction rely on searching sequence databases to identify homologous sequences with prior annotation. The most widely used search tools are BLAST and PSI-BLAST (2); at the National Center for Biotechnology Information alone, >70,000 BLAST searches are performed each day for the general public. It is certainly no coincidence that the BLAST algorithm was the most highly cited paper of the last decade, surpassing all biology publications (3). PSI-BLAST is an iterative method that uses results from a BLAST search to create a profile (position-specific scoring matrix). The profile is used to search the database for additional homologues, and these results can be used to further improve the profile. A profile captures family-specific information, including functionally and structurally important residue positions, and can therefore identify distant homologues not recognized by alignment to a single sequence.

PSI-BLAST and powerful fold recognition methods such as GENTHREADER (4) are good at identifying distantly related proteins, even down to 10% sequence identity. However, recent studies have shown that, simply on the basis of overall similarity, it is generally impossible to infer the function of one protein from another below 40% sequence identity (5). More pessimistically, a study by Tian and Skolnick (6) found that precise function diverges below identities of 60%, which decreases the value of iterative database search methods because confident functional assignment cannot be achieved.

In this way, the utility of popular curated databases such as Pfam (7), CDD (8), PRINTS (9), and PROSITE (10) is restricted by the ability to correlate protein relationships with a similarity in function. This situation is particularly severe for methods that use profiles to perform the search stage, because they regularly find relationships below 40% sequence identity. More recently, the electronic transfer of Gene Ontology (11) terms onto proteins of known structure has been investigated (12). Although the overall approach appears promising, it is likely to face the same generic problems. As methods develop to recognize ever more distant homologues, the requirement for appropriate strategies for functional assignment becomes critical.

One indication of the scale of the problem is that 39% of the sequences in the nonredundant sequence database (13) do not even have a Swiss-Prot (14) homologue from which to infer function above 40% sequence identity. Furthermore, although function is best differentiated at the domain level, the majority of proteins in Swiss-Prot have multiple domains that can occur in many different combinations, which means that a simplistic approach of transferring information from one multidomain protein to another will inevitably lead to erroneous annotation (15). A typical example to illustrate this problem is the Swiss-Prot entry Q12792, twinfilin 1/1 protein tyrosine kinase 9, which has no kinase domain.

A further example is our own annotation of nicastrin, a protein in the Alzheimer’s related complex, where we identified a clear relationship to the aminopeptidase/transferrin receptor superfamily (16). The problem in that instance was determining whether nicastrin was likely to be an aminopeptidase-like enzyme or merely a peptide-binding protein in the transferrin receptor mold. The absence of critical zinc-binding residues led us to conclude that nicastrin is not enzymatic. Making incorrect functional predictions can have far-reaching consequences in terms of erroneous and costly experimental validation (17) and proliferation of incorrect assignments in the sequence databases (18).

Identifying conserved residues can be useful in assigning function to previously uncharacterized sequences. Residues that are important for the structure and function of a protein are
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conserved through evolution. Many groups are working on ways to identify these residues in an attempt to assign function. For example, evolutionary trace methods work by identifying conserved residues in branches of phylogenetic trees (19–21). Our work differs in that we begin with the knowledge of which residues in a protein are important for its function.

In this study, we have analyzed the extent to which enzymes with equivalent function can be correctly identified amongst homologues well below the 40% sequence identity threshold by using knowledge of catalytic residue data. The key to our approach is to filter homologues detected by using PSI-BLAST searches into two sets: those with conserved function and those where function is expected to differ. Only homologues with a completely conserved catalytic site are considered to be functionally equivalent. Data on catalytic residues are taken from >480 functional sites in the Catalytic Site Atlas (CSA) (22) (www.ebi.ac.uk/thornton-srv/databases-CSA). These data have been carefully derived from experimental tertiary structures in the Protein Data Bank (23) (PDB) and combined with associated literature to provide a unique resource. Entries in the CSA have broad coverage and comprise 58% of all current three-digit EC numbers (24). Our filtering process is general and automated and will benefit from ongoing CSA curation efforts. We will refer to the complete filtering process as the iCSA (Inpharmatica CSA) filter.

Methods
The iCSA Filter. Each enzyme in the CSA is used as a query to retrieve sequence homologues over four PSI-BLAST iterations. The parameter settings for PSI-BLAST are an E value (e) for hit acceptance of $10^{-3}$, an E value for inclusion of a hit into the next profile (H) of $3 \times 10^{-3}$ and a fixed search space (Y) of $9 \times 10^{-9}$. These parameters are in line with the recommended approaches for running PSI-BLAST (25). These homologues are extracted from release 14 of the Biopendium [a proteome-scale annotation resource (26)].

The iCSA filter then realigns each homologue with its query sequence and checks the known catalytic site positions for conservation of residue type. However, because it is now critical that the small number of catalytic positions is aligned accurately, we use a number of different alignment methods (where necessary) to overcome the deficiencies in any individual approach. So, in detail, we start by using PSI-BLAST and assess whether the required catalytic residues have been conserved. In cases where the residues are not found to be conserved, we repeat the process by using CLUSTALW (27) and, failing that, Smith–Waterman (28). If all three methods produce a negative result, we conclude that the homologue either is a nonenzyme or operates by a different mechanism.

A functional assignment is made when a homologue is found to conserve all catalytic residues. In cases where the main chain of a residue has been annotated as the functional group instead of the side chain, then any residue is allowed to match the query residue unless the query residue glyph (glycine residues have to align to glycine residues to be accepted). Any homologues that do not conserve all of the site residues are recorded as being homologues with a potentially different function. Various manual checks of the homologues have been made, on both those assigned a function by iCSA and those not, to verify the automatic procedures being used.

Benchmarking the iCSA Filter by Using Swiss-Prot/EC Data. To benchmark our approach, we first required independently assigned function data for a wide range of sequences. For this purpose, we used proteins with EC assignments from the well annotated Swiss-Prot sequence database, now incorporated into UniProt (29). We assume that these sequences have correct EC annotations (although later we shall highlight some exceptions). Some EC numbers are partially complete; for example, the enzyme class is known, but a subclass has not been assigned and is denoted by a dash instead of a number. Any sequence with an EC number that was not complete to the third digit or had the term “probable” or “putative” in its annotation was removed from the sequence test set.

Function assignments were deemed to be in agreement when the first three levels of the EC hierarchy (e.g., EC 1.1.1) assigned by our iCSA filter matched those recorded in the Swiss-Prot entry. The fourth level of the EC hierarchy is often used to describe substrate specificity; curated sites in the CSA describe purely catalytic residues and not those responsible for substrate binding.

We used the literature-annotated CSA enzymes as queries in PSI-BLAST searches of the Swiss-Prot database. Homologues that were accepted by the iCSA filter were assigned the EC number of the query, and this EC number was compared with the annotation in the Swiss-Prot database. To compare the iCSA filter with sequence homology alone, all Swiss-Prot homologues were given the EC number of the query, regardless of whether catalytic residues were found to be conserved, and again compared with the Swiss-Prot annotation. In both cases, we calculated what proportion of the EC numbers assigned was correct (i.e., agreed with the Swiss-Prot annotation).

Results
The results for the iCSA filter are presented in Tables 1 and 2,

| Table 1. Accuracy of EC prediction by iCSA filter |
|-------------|------------|-------------|
| PSI-BLAST iteration | Swiss-Prot homologues identified by 482 queries | Swiss-Prot homologues with same EC as query | Total EC predictions using iCSA filter | Correct EC predictions using iCSA filter | Accuracy of EC prediction by iCSA filter, % |
|-------------|------------|-------------|
| 1          | 27,072     | 22,941      | 19,024       | 17,335       | 91.1          |
| 2          | 11,567     | 4,386       | 1,844        | 1,048        | 56.8          |
| 3          | 9,471      | 2,738       | 395          | 185          | 46.8          |
| 4          | 7,439      | 2,254       | 176          | 105          | 59.7          |
| Overall    | 55,549     | 32,319      | 21,439       | 18,673       | 87.1          |

Results are shown for the iCSA prediction of EC number for Swiss-Prot homologues detected at each PSI-BLAST iteration, up to four, using 482 nonredundant CSA enzymes as queries. “Overall” figures use the results from all four iterations in one calculation. EC predictions are deemed correct if they match to the third digit of the EC annotation in the Swiss-Prot database. Accuracy is calculated using the number of correct predictions divided by the number of predictions made. (Note that each Swiss-Prot may occur more than once because it may have been identified by separate queries. The totals include all predictions in order to provide an unbiased calculation of accuracy.)
and a measure of the improvement seen with the iCSA filter is provided in Fig. 1. As mentioned in Methods, it is important to remember that although the iCSA filter categorizes homology-based hits into two separate groups (essentially conserved function and nonconserved function), the simplistic homology search generates just a single group of hits. For the purposes of this work, we have assumed that all hits from the simplistic homology search would be given the same function as the query, in line with the way a researcher would typically transfer function information between proteins.

Fig. 1 shows that when an EC assignment is made by the iCSA filter, it is more likely to be correct than an assignment using sequence homology alone. The improvement is 8% at the first iteration of PSI-BLAST and rises to 50% at the second iteration, 62% at the third iteration, and 97% at the fourth iteration. Importantly, the benefits of using the iCSA filter become more significant as the homologues identified become more distant.

In theory, an improvement in assignment accuracy (selectivity) could be achieved without any decrease in coverage (sensitivity), because all proteins with the requisite catalytic site would be accepted. In practice, however, the iCSA filter is limited by its reliance on an alignment that is correct over all of the key catalytic residues. We therefore decided to look at what proportion (coverage) of the Swiss-Prot homologues with the same three-digit EC number as the CSA queries was correctly identified by the iCSA filter (Table 2).

After four iterations of PSI-BLAST and at the third level of EC, the simplistic homology search made the correct assignment of EC only 58% of the time. In contrast, the iCSA filter achieved 87% success while still covering 77% of the total set. Because the simplistic homology search can make only positive assignments, it successfully found all of the real enzymes. However, it also found many other proteins. Because it is unable to distinguish between these two sets, its application to real prediction work is restricted. In contrast, the iCSA filter neatly segregates the results into two pools. Of the 23% of homologues classified as having an alternative function by the iCSA filter, more than half (58%) actually have a different function; the remainder have alternative catalytic sites not yet recorded in the CSA database, misaligned sequences, or an incorrect EC assignment in Swiss-Prot. For example, Swiss-Prot protein P25036, incorrectly annotated as a metalloendopeptidase (EC 3.4.24) by Swiss-Prot, is actually a serine endopeptidase (EC 3.4.21) as correctly identified by iCSA. (The error was reported and has been corrected by Swiss-Prot.) For these reasons, coverage of 100% is unlikely to be achieved by the iCSA filter.

When the equivalent figures are calculated for all four levels of EC, the accuracy when using the iCSA filter decreases to 55%, with a slightly higher coverage of 87%, compared with an accuracy of only 26% when using sequence homology alone. The differing results when using the third and fourth digit of the EC number as a benchmark suggest that, by ensuring that the catalytic residues are conserved, we capture proteins with the same “reaction” but ignore the specificity that is broadly described at the fourth EC level. Further understanding of the residues responsible for the specificities of an enzyme reaction will add to the success of functional assignment.

Swiss-Prot is trivially nonredundant, so to check for bias toward a particular sequence family, we also reduced the Swiss-Prot set to ensure that no sequence had >40% sequence identity to any other sequence with the same EC. The results for this condensed set are very similar to those presented for the full set, with an accuracy of 83.4% and coverage of 70.3%.

Although a distant homologue alone would not be trusted to confer function, this possibility becomes real when using the iCSA filter and is particularly valuable in the many cases where no well annotated, close homologues are available. However, it should also be considered an important step even when using information from close homologues, because, in principle, a single point mutation in the appropriate residue could destroy catalytic activity. Here we use PSI-BLAST to show that even distant relationships can confer high-quality function annotation when combined with the knowledge of the catalytic residues. The iCSA filter is not limited to PSI-BLAST but can be applied as a postfilter with any homology detection tool.

\[\text{d-alanine:}D\text{-alanine Ligase (EC 6.3.2.4)}\]

One of the largest differences in performance between the two methods is for D-alanine:D-alanine ligase. EC assignment accuracy is 100% when using the iCSA filter with the D-alanine:D-alanine ligase [PDB ID code 2DLN (30)] annotated site, compared with 19.2% when using sequence homology alone. D-alanine:D-alanine ligase, which is responsible for the biosynthesis of bacterial cell walls, belongs to the large ATP-grasp superfamily (31). Members of this superfamily have many specific physiological functions, which leads to difficulty when assigning function to previously uncharacterized sequences (32).

The iCSA filter correctly identifies 56 of the 64 homologues with the same function at the third level of EC (EC 6.3.2: acid-D-amino acid ligases), two-thirds of which have <40% sequence identity to the query. Four of the eight unidentified enzymes have conservative substitutions at the catalytic site. More significantly, iCSA successfully leaves unannotated 210
and have a caution notice in the full Swiss-Prot entry (O13057 and O13060), which suggests that the iCSA is correct to reject these homologues and that researchers should indeed view these particular entries with caution.

In addition to the enzymes included in the current benchmark, there are also trypsin homologues that are known to be nonenzymatic, such as haptoglobin. The iCSA filter correctly identifies these proteins as homologues lacking the catalytic triad required and classifies them as nonenzymatic (see Fig. 2b). In contrast, sequence similarity alone, which is used by many popular annotation systems such as Pfam and CDD, incorrectly assigns a serine protease function to haptoglobin. Such annotation mistakes can be costly because the information is frequently used to guide the design of subsequent biological assays.

Use of the iCSA Filter in Structural Genomics. Structural genomics groups have varying rationale for prioritizing protein targets for structure determination. In general, two approaches receive the majority of attention: finding sequences with distant similarities to known structures or identifying sequences with no detectable similarity to any known structure. Although these approaches are pragmatic, large numbers of candidates remain. Further prioritization could be usefully pursued by using the iCSA filter.

One such case is the protein BioH, selected by the Midwest Center for Structural Genomics as a protein of unknown structure and unknown function. Although structure determination revealed BioH to be a member of the α/β hydrolase family with a conserved Ser-Asp-His site (PDB ID code 1M33) (34), applying PSI-BLAST to data available before the BioH structure was determined shows that BioH could have been placed in the α/β hydrolase family without structure determination. Furthermore, hand analysis by an expert would have revealed conservation of the Ser-Asp-His triad, indicating probable hydrolase activity. Repeating the search today with the iCSA filter (while ignoring information from the available BioH structure) rapidly identifies three curated entries, all with Ser-Asp-His active sites, allowing a prediction of function from sequence alone.

Applying the iCSA Filter to Unannotated Swiss-Prot Entries. The iCSA filter has identified a conserved catalytic site in 883 Swiss-Prot sequences that do not have an EC number, including 58 human sequences. Although these proteins may not have a catalytic function, it seems likely that their function either has not been identified experimentally or simply has not been annotated in the source database. In contrast, a further 4,814 homologues without EC annotation have no conserved site annotated in the source database. In general, these approaches are pragmatic, large numbers of candidates remain. Further prioritization could be usefully pursued by using the iCSA filter.

Annotating the Human Genome. Genomes are now sequenced routinely by major centers, resulting in an exponential increase in primary data. In contrast, experimental approaches for identifying encoded proteins and, more importantly, assigning function have not kept pace. As a result, researchers now rely primarily on computational approaches. The ability to apply a detailed functional annotation method uniformly across all sequences is a particular strength of our approach.

Taking human ENSEMBL (35) data as our example (from release 14 of Biopendium), the iCSA filter annotated 2,064 homologous sequences with an EC number and rejected a further 2,257 homologues as not having the complete complement of catalytic residues necessary for function. We identified entries within the 2,257 set that had very close homologues in Swiss-Prot (at least 90% pairwise sequence identity and a difference in length of <10% of the shorter
sequence). For 73% of these, the Swiss-Prot entry had either an EC number that was different from the EC number of the CSA query or no recorded EC number. For this 73%, the system is working as designed, suggesting that there will be benefits from increasing the EC coverage of the CSA. The remaining 27% that had the same EC as the CSA query fall into a number of categories: some will be incomplete sequences or splice variants, and others will be correct sequences that are misaligned, have a catalytic mechanism different from the one defined in the CSA, or are miscurated in Swiss-Prot.

**Extended Assignment Using Conservative Substitutions.** Function assignment by iCSA is strict, requiring that every catalytic residue is found in a homologue. Ultimately, coverage is best extended by increasing the range of curated entries in the CSA. However, a more immediate approach would be to accept conservative substitutions observed in Swiss-Prot homologues with the same EC in the sites identified by each CSA query. Using this approach, each CSA catalytic residue has a set of allowed substitutions. The coverage greatly improves, because we are now assigning function to sequences that were previously rejected. What is surprising, however, is that the accuracy of assignment remains high, with 84.9% accuracy and 91.9% coverage overall.

**Discussion**

Our results clearly show that the iCSA filter can substantially improve function assignment accuracy, especially when homologues are distant, and will be very useful in annotation of previously uncharacterized sequences. Equally important, it shows that only half of the homologues returned after four iterations of PSI-BLAST are likely to have a similar function to the query protein (there is a total of 69,151 Swiss-Prot homologues returned after four iterations of PSI-BLAST searches with each CSA query; 36,832 of these homologues have either no EC annotation or a different EC annotation from their respective query), highlighting the need to use more sophisticated knowledge-based approaches to function annotation.

As increasingly large numbers of enzymes are discovered in genome sequencing projects, the number of enzymes without an EC designation continues to rise. It is possible that Swiss-Prot sequences or splice variants, and others will be correct sequences that are misaligned, have a catalytic mechanism different from the one defined in the CSA, or are miscurated in Swiss-Prot.

**Fig. 2.** Trypsin catalytic site and trypsin sequence aligned to haptoglobin sequence. (a) Trypsin 3D structure (PDB ID code 1A0J, chain A). Catalytic residues are shown in red (His-57), green (Asp-102), and blue (Ser-195). (b) Trypsin (PDB ID code 1A0J, chain A, residues 1–196) aligned to haptoglobin (Swiss-Prot sequence P19006, residues 85–303). Catalytic residue positions in trypsin are marked by an asterisk. 1A0J retrieved P19006 with a blast-sequence; the sequences have 26% pairwise sequence identity.

There is a natural synergy with structural genomics initiatives. Using our method, efforts can be concentrated on those family members with no clear functional mechanism. These results clearly show that the iCSA filter correctly distinguishes between homologues with alternative functions and highlight the merits of using a key residue-based system in combination with homologue detection. When predicting the function of a previously uncharacterized sequence by using homology, the closest well annotated homologue will usually be chosen. The iCSA filter becomes more useful as the closest available homologue becomes more distant. The CSA is continually being updated at the European Bioinformatics Institute with new catalytic sites, which can only lead to improved function assignment by iCSA. Although this study has concentrated on catalytic function, the approach is generic, and it would be possible to extend it into any areas where invariant residues could be confidently assigned. Antibody loops could be particularly well suited to this, given their high degree of conservation (39). Application to protein–protein interaction surfaces would also be extremely fertile ground, should data emerge to show examples of residue invariance.
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